
 Why we’re asking you NOT to adopt a bunny… for Easter, that is!  

Bunnies are charming, fluffy and intelligent. With their fun personalities, inspiringly healthy diets and 

great litter box habits, they can be excellent family members! So, why are we asking you bring home a 

chocolate bunny or plush rabbit toy instead of a real one this Easter?  

At Sonoma Humane Society we see many rabbits who are neglected or abandoned after only a few 

months - after their owners realize they did not truly understand the commitment required to care for 

them. It’s possible that some of these bunnies were brought home as an adorable addition to a child’s 

Easter basket, or at best, to teach a child lessons in 

responsibility. 

The truth is rabbits should not be considered a starter pet 

for young children. They are not “low maintenance” 

animals and require just as much care as cats and dogs. Like 

any other companion animal, they should live indoors as 

cherished family members - getting exercise, proper 

nutrition and medical attention when necessary.  

By nature, rabbits are sensitive prey animals who can feel insecure or frightened when held and carried 

around. This might cause them to scratch or bite out of fear (and then be surrendered to the shelter for 

“bad behavior”). Also, rabbits can become stressed around too much excitement and noise. It’s 

expecting a lot to think that even a gentle child will always act in the bunny’s best interest, much less be 

able to accept the commitment for a rabbit’s 10+ year lifespan.  

Does this mean we don’t want families with kids to adopt bunnies? Not at all! We just ask that they give 

careful consideration before doing so. Will an adult be the rabbit’s primary caretaker? Can a grown-up 

always be around to supervise the children’s interactions with the pet? Last year, the Sonoma Humane 

Society adopted 36 rabbits into loving homes! They were adopted to families dedicated to caring for 

them as house rabbits and forming safe, respectful bonds with them. 

Are you thinking seriously about adopting a rabbit? We’d love to help you learn more about these 

wonderful companions. Stop by and we’ll be happy to provide you with guidance and resources, and 

introduce you to our adoptables. You might want to plan your visit during one of our Bunny 

Playgrounds, happening every Saturday from 2-4PM. You’ll see bunnies interacting with each other and 

can chat with passionate bunny guardians! 

For more info visit: sonomahumane.org/13513-2, sonomahumane.org/adopt/rabbits and rabbit.org. 

Sonoma Humane Society  

5345 Highway 12 West  Santa Rosa 95407 (707) 542-0882 

 

Healdsburg Center  

14242 Bacchus Landing Way Healdsburg  95448 (707) 280-9632 

  Avg. Lifespan: 10-12 years     Avg. Lifespan: 10 mins. 



 


